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About This Game

An unusual robber, a gentleman, and simply a poet.
Reader, how often do you have to watch, let’s say, Western heroes? And how often, reader, you see something in their behaviour

that could actually happen in real life... I’m talking about, for example, the will to kill... Hundreds of bullets fired from
revolvers, and a bunch of bodies scattered around the town, this is a typical image of a juicy Western movie, fascinating, isn’t it?

  What, no? Tired of consuming clichés? I think so too... But once upon a time, during the time of gold rush, people were the
same, and life was valued no less than today, only conditions were tougher.

  And once upon a time, there lived a gentleman, no worse than you and me. He valued the life of others no less than his own, he
had his own weaknesses and hobbies. And one day, there was an event that made him embark on the path of robbery. But did he

become a robber in the usual sense? As you have already guessed, to not make a single shot for nearly a decade of robbery of
stagecoaches is the style of our hero.

  What hard feelings, pride, desire for revenge and profit are worth, and is it worth years of lost time and the opportunity to see
relatives only in a dream? Each of us must answer this question himself, as once upon a time Black Bart did.

And who knows maybe this person actually existed...

Key features:
- text quest

- a story, that gradually unfolds

- mini-games
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Title: Black Bart
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Parmenion Games
Publisher:
Parmenion Games
Release Date: 28 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo (or equivalent)

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: with 512 MB VRAM compatible with DirectX

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 263 MB available space

Sound Card: Compatible with DirectX

English,Russian,Ukrainian
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It's empty, the battling sucks, collecting scrap is boring, and the control are janky at best. Kinda want a refund.. I have done a
video for those who don't know how to activate the dlc

CHECK IT OUT: http:\/\/youtu.be\/K9-hWkt0Zs4. DLC is amazing!! Cant wait for new ones!! The last mission was amazing I
was hoping for something like this!! FIghting the Female Titan, Armoured Titan, Colossal Titan AND Beast Titan all in the
final mission had me on the edge of my chair for teh whole battle!! I would love more boss battles like this in the future!! Keep
up the amaazing work and I hope the next DLC is as good or better!! <3. dont get it if you do you're computer will get cancer
from it. you will not be able to play any other mods. It has potential, but it misses the mark in a lot of really important ways.
With some tweaks from the dev I could see this being a great game, but as it is right now (v1.2), it's just not there.

I really didn't like the way most of the upgrades worked. The first damage upgrade is just a flat 40% bonus, but the second two
upgrades in the tree either increase the damage again at the cost one of your three health bars, or cut the original bonus in half to
get a fourth health bar. After you go a few nodes down any branch of the tree, it felt like I was more focused on mitigating all of
the penalties I had accrued rather than actually improving my ship.

The game balance feels a bit off. I spent all of my upgrades increasing my damage at the expense of everything else. Even with
that, everything still takes what feels like ages to die. I'm constantly having to deal with multiple waves at once because I can't
clear them fast enough, and the screen is just blanketed with enemies and bullets. When I respecced for health instead of
damage, it was even worse, and I couldn't even kill the first enemy before I blew the time goal.

It also baffles me how a developer can put in the really nice option of restarting just the boss fight and not the entire level before
it, but have that skip bring you right up to an unskippable cutscene. The restart boss option is great, I wish more games had it,
but even skipping the dialog portions it's a full 20 seconds from hitting restart to actually engaging the boss.

The last issue I have with it is that it frequently wants you to make really precise, minor adjustments to your positioning, but it
doesn't really give you the tools to do so in a way that feels good. Some of the boss patterns, and the ring sections at the end of
each level, expect you to navigate very tight spaces, but you ship only has one speed, and that speed is tuned for dodging the
bullet hell parts of the levels. There is no button you can hold to slow your movement speed, so you have to quickly tap back and
forth to keep from drifting into things, and try and tap for a few frames longer in one direction so when you balance out you're a
bit more to one side.

For $10 there are much better games in this genre out there, and even on sale it's probably not worth it unless you've tried
everything else.. Interesting storyline. Too short. NOT TRANSLATED TO ENGLISH!!!. Nice looking rhythm game with
happy vibes and lots of dancing characters.
Having the 'shaman' fly over you and start throwing beats down from the opposite direction is a good touch although i'm fairly
tall and thought the drums were a bit low. Moving closer helped but still sometimes accidentally hit them with those oversized
clubs. Yeah, i get that they're big\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665drums but it's still a game of precision and control felt
awkward compared to Music Inside or AudioBeats. Those games allow you to raise\/lower drum height and i don't know if that
might help in this game too.
  A fun game with some minor annoyances that will probably get prompt attention by the devs.
Rating: 8\/10
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An interesting little psychology/philosophy game. TSROM is a "Shooter" where you get to explore what life after death looks
like, with your reality shifting to reflect your views on people. For instance, a level takes you to a creepy alley with gangbangers
and other poor people being depicted as rats, which is meant to reflect the concepts of the person you play as.

The game has a system for measuring good and dark choices, but its a wee bit flawed. I thought I made every "Light choice" but
got the middle ending, turns out a few things I have no idea at all that I should do or check were not completed properly, and i
got an "Ending" I didn't deserve. (Keep in mind that the games "Ending" is the same regardless, you just end up with a different
psychoanalysis at the end and a different title for each.) for instance, upon landing on an alien world, you can talk to your
current "friend" and he will sit still and tell you to look for the exit. turns out that, on this foggy world fulla hostiles, he begins
walking a few moments later, long after you went to do what you were asked, and you were supposed to accompany him. bad
point! shame on you for not being able to see three inches in front of you!

The odd moral system notwithstanding, the game is interesting and deep, with lots of little idioms that can leave a lasting
impression on you. I highly recommend it if you like psychology or philosophy, or just generally like asking questions that are
hard to answer.

Run time: 2 hours 30 minutes for seeing all dialogue, reading all loading screen blurbs.. Nice little puzzle game with a very
polished interface.
. A simple Bitcoin miner.. pretty little game with good graphics and nice controls. It's cheap, it's golf, it's SUSAN.

Enough said.
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